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DUNAPACKRAMBOX deploys the N.E.W.S.® Organizational and Team Navigation 
Solutions to reach 2 figures increase, despite the 2020 crisis.

Despite the overall industry decline in 2020, they were the only packaging manufacturer 
in Romania that grew year after year, by two figure increases!

The company The company 
Dunapack Packaging Romania, member of Dunapack Packaging Group, is part of 
a success story that began more than 150 years ago and continues even today.
Dunapack Rambox is the Romanian branch of Prinzhorn Group/Austria, which 
has been operating for over 24 years in the corrugated carton packaging market. 
In Romania they employ 300 people. 
It is one of the top 5 players in Romania as far as turnover is concerned. The 
same stands for the global market. 

N.E.W.S.® Navigation series and all the other coaching and sales trainings, in Q4 
2019 & Q1 2020, facilitated by the CONSULTANTS, have significantly contributed to 
our success in the challenging year 2020. The N.E.W.S.® Organizational Navigation 
process provided a great ignition point, that ensured a strong momentum for the 
next steps. Thank you!
Anastassios Panayotopoulos
General Manager, Dunapack Rambox, Romania
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The need The need 

The processThe process

The solutionThe solution

The company had one production line in Romania, and in 2019 they 
invested 40 million euros to open a new production unit in Romania, in a 
very competitive market. The whole company needed to increase their sales 
significantly, in order to make use of their new capacity.
With such a big investment, the issue was not only to bring forward the 
ROI, but also to fill up this new capacity quickly. The new employees were 
waiting for sales. 
And then the pandemic hit. The volumes went down dramatically across 
the entire industry.

The N.E.W.S.® Organizational Navigation facilitated by theCONSULTANTS, 
the experienced N.E.W.S.® partner in Romania, appeared as a solution to 
the strong need that existed for organization to review its Next Phase and 
direction, and to align all the departments’ focus, in order to generate a 
rapid and powerful impact. 
It was agreed with Dunapack GM that the most appropriate formula would 
be to implement the powerful set of N.E.W.S.® Navigation workshops: 
Organizational Navigation, as well as multiple Team Navigations for the 
Commercial, Customer Service and Supply Chain departments, in order to 
create cascading and alignment.

• A very successful N.E.W.S.® Organizational Navigation was conducted for the 
Board at the end of September 2019, creating strong alignment and engagement 
among the Departments’ Directors. 

• Four (4) N.E.W.S.® Team Navigation processes were run for each Department, 
in order to cascade the new direction and strategic drivers for all key teams. 

• A combined N.E.W.S.® Team Navigation process was then conducted for the Sales 
and Customer Service teams, in December 2019 and January 2020, followed 
by the planning meeting and checkpoint meetings.  

• A special focus was given to the Sales Department, for which also sales training 
and coaching was delivered, in order to increase the field skills.

• Monthly Check-Point meetings kept the focus alive and regular monitoring 
accelerated results. 

• Check-points stopped mid Feb 2020 due to the pandemic lockdowns.
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The resultsThe results

Right at the end of the whole N.E.W.S.® Team Navigations process, in February 
2020, the global pandemic hit, leading to a sudden strong economic slowdown, 
with a huge impact on the packaging industry. 
In Q1 2020, the local packaging demand decreased by more than 40%! 
However, Dunapack’s Organization had a special approach, that was also created 
in the N.E.W.S.® Navigation processes. They moved very effectively, identified 
new niche markets, increased the speed of pipeline, and delivered great quality 
to customers that were still active in the market. All of these actions were carried 
out according to the outcomes of the Navigations. 
Despite the overall industry decline in 2020, they were the only packaging 
manufacturer in Romania that grew year after year, by two figure increases! 
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